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5.1.7       Transfer of RRC information across interfaces other than Uu

5.1.7.1           Introduction and general principles

During several procedures e.g. handover to UTRAN, handover from UTRAN, SRNC relocation RRC information may
need to be transferred across interfaces other than the UTRA air interface (Uu) e.g. Iu-, A-, Um interface. In order
maintain independence between the different protocols, to facilitate transparent handling by intermediate network nodes
and to ease future extension, the preference is to use RRC information containers across such interfaces. In some cases
however RRC messages may be used e.g. for historical reasons.

An RRC information container is an extensible self contained information unit that can be decoded without requiring
information about the context e.g. in which interface message it was included. In general an RRC information container
is defined for each node that terminates/ receives RRC information e.g. the source RAT, target RNC. By definition, an
RRC information container includes a choice facilitating the transfer of different of RRC information.

In the following a typical example of an RRC information container is provided:

-- ***************************************************
--
-- RRC information, to target RNC
--
-- ***************************************************
-- RRC Information to target RNC sent either from source RNC or from another RAT

ToTargetRNC-Container ::= CHOICE {
  InterRAThandover                    InterRATHandoverInfoWithInterRATCapabilities,
  srncRelocation                      SRNC-RelocationInfo,
  extension                           NULL
}

The term RRC message is used for the RRC information identified by a choice value e.g. HANDOVER TO UTRAN
COMMAND, INTER RAT HANDOVER INFO. The characteristics and handling defined for these RRC messages to a
large extend resembles the RRC messages transferred across the Uu interface. The specification focuses on UE
requirements. Hence, RRC messages that originate from/ terminate in the UE/ MS are treated in the main chapters (ch.
8, 9, 10) while the other RRC messages are specified in ch. 14 of TS 25.331.

As stated before, RRC information containers have been defined to limit the impact of transferring RRC information
across other interfaces. Intermediate nodes transparently pass the information carried in such containers; only the
originating and terminating entities process the information. This transparency makes the protocols independent. In
case there is RRC information on which intermediate nodes need to act, the information elements should be introduced
in the corresponding interface protocols. If the information is to be passed on to another target node also, this may result
in duplication of information. For RRC information containers the same extension mechanism as defined for RRC
messages applies; both critical and non-critical extensions may be added. If the extension would not be defined at RRC
information container level, other interface specification would be affected whenever the RRC information would be
extended

In some cases information in containers is exchanged by peer entities that do not speak the same (protocol) language
e.g. a GSM BSC may have to exchange information with a UTRA RNC. For such cases, it has been agreed that the
source/ sender of the information adapts to the target/ receiver e.g. upon handover to UTRAN the BSS provides
RANAP information within a Source to Target RNC transparent container.

Note          The handover to UTRAN info is not only transferred from UE, via BSS to target RNC but may also be
returned to another BSS, to be forwarded later on to another RNC. To simplify the handling of RRC
information in network nodes, it is therefore desirable to align the format of the RRC information used in
both directions. The alignment of formats used in the different directions is not considered to violate these
general principles, since for this information that is moved forwards and backwards it is difficult to speak
of source and target anyhow.

The error handling for RRC information containers that are terminated in network nodes applies the same principles as
defined for RRC messages. A network node receiving an invalid RRC information container (unknown, unforeseen or
erroneous container) from another network node should return an RRC INFORMATION FAILURE message and
include an appropriate cause value within IE "Protocol error cause". Although the return of a failure container is
considered desirable, no compelling need has been identified to introduce support for transferring this failure container
in R99 for all concerned interface protocols. In case the interface protocols do not support the failure procedure, the
failure may instead be indicated by means of a cause value that is already defined within the interface protocol.
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5.1.7.2           Message sequence diagrams

As stated before, most RRC information is carried by means of containers across interfaces other than Uu. The
following sequence diagrams illustrate which RRC messages should be included within these RRC information
containers used across the different network interfaces. Concerning the contents of RRC messages i.e. when optional
IEs should be included, requirements are specified in TS 25.331 only for the RRC messages originated/ terminated in
the UE, since the RRC specification focuses on UE requirements.

Note          In order to maintain independence between protocols, no requirement are included in the interface
protocols that are used to transfer the RRC information.

Fr each of the different message sequences not only the details on the RRC information transferred are provided, but
also deviations from the general principles described in the previous are highlighted. One common deviation from the
general principles is that containers are not used for any RRC information transferred across the GSM air interface; in
all these cases RRC messages are used instead (mainly for historical reasons).

The following figure illustrates the message sequence for the handover to UTRAN procedure:

CN t-RNC

25.413 RELOCATION REQUEST

s-BSCUE

08.08 HANDOVER REQUIRED

RELOCATION REQUEST ACK

08.08 HANDOVER COMMAND
04.18 INTER SYSTEM TO UTRAN

HANDOVER COMMAND

<08.08 Source RNC to target RNC
transparent information (UMTS): 25.413:
Source RNC to target RNC information
container : 25.331 RRC Information to

target RNC: INTER RAT HANDOVER TO
INFO WITH INTER RAT CAPABILITIES>

<25.413: Source RNC to target RNC
information container : 25.331 RRC

Information to target RNC: INTER RAT
HANDOVER TO INFO WITH INTER RAT

CAPABILITIES>

<25.413 Target RNC To Source RNC
Transparent Container : RRC container:

25.331 HANDOVER TO UTRAN
COMMAND>

<08.08 Layer 3 info: 25.331 HANDOVER
TO UTRAN COMMAND><04.18 Handover to UTRAN command:

25.331 HANDOVER TO UTRAN
COMMAND>

04.18 UTRAN CLASSMARK CHANGE

<04.18 UTRAN Classmark information
element: 25.331 INTER RAT

HANDOVER INFO>

Figure 1: Handover to UTRAN, normal flow

As can be seen in the previous figure, the RRC information transfer within the handover to UTRAN procedure deviates
from the common principles in the following areas:

-     Containers are not used to transfer the HANDOVER TO UTRAN COMMAND message across the Iu and the A-
interface

The following figure illustrates the message sequence for the handover from UTRAN procedure:
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CN t-BSS

25.413 RELOCATION REQUIRED

s-RNCUE

08.08 HANDOVER REQUEST

08.08 HANDOVER REQUEST ACK

25.413 RELOCATION COMMAND
25.331 HANDOVER FROM UTRAN

COMMAND

<25.413: Old BSS To New BSS
Information: 08.08 Old BSS to new BSS

info: 08.08 Inter RAT handover Info:
25.331 INTER RAT HANDOVER INFO>

<08.08 Layer 3 information: 04.18
HANDOVER COMMAND><08.08 Layer 3 information: 04.18

HANDOVER COMMAND><25.331 GSM message list/ Single GSM
message: 04.18 HANDOVER

COMMAND>

<08.08 Old BSS to new BSS info: 08.08
Inter RAT handover Info: 25.331 INTER

RAT HANDOVER INFO>

Figure 2: Handover from UTRAN, normal flow

As can be seen in the previous figure, the RRC information transfer within the handover from UTRAN procedure
deviates from the common principles in the following areas:

-     Containers are not used to transfer the INTER RAT HANDOVER INFO message across the Iu and the A-
interface

The following figure illustrates the message sequence for the SRNS relocation procedure:

CN t-RNC

25.413 RELOCATION REQUEST

s-RNCUE

25.413 RELOCATION REQUIRED

25.413 RELOCATION REQUEST ACK

25.413 RELOCATION COMMAND
“HARD HANDOVER COMMAND” e.g.

25.331 RB RECONFIGURATION
COMMAND

<25.413: Source RNC to target RNC
information container : 25.331 RRC
Information to target RNC: SRNS

RELOCATION INFO>

<25.413: Source RNC to target RNC
information container : 25.331 RRC
Information to target RNC: SRNS

RELOCATION INFO>

<25.413: Target RNC to Source RNC
information container : 25.331 RRC

Information, target RNC to source RNC:
“HARD HANDOVER COMMAND” e.g.

25.331 RB RECONFIGURATION >

<25.413: Target RNC to Source RNC
information container : 25.331 RRC

Information, target RNC to source RNC:
“HARD HANDOVER COMMAND” e.g.

25.331 RB RECONFIGURATION >

Figure 3: SRNS relocation, normal flow

As can be seen in the previous figure, the RRC information transfer within the SRNS relocation procedure does not
deviate from the common principles.

The following figure, showing the message sequence for the inter BSC handover, is provided for completeness.
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CN t-BSC

08.08 HANDOVER REQUEST

s-BSCUE

08.08 HANDOVER REQUIRED

08.08 HANDOVER REQUEST ACK

08.08 HANDOVER COMMAND
04.18 HANDOVER COMMAND

04.18 UTRAN CLASSMARK CHANGE

<04.18 UTRAN Classmark information
element: 25.331 INTER RAT

HANDOVER INFO> <08.08 Old BSS to new BSS info: 08.08
Inter RAT handover Info: 25.331 INTER

RAT HANDOVER INFO>
<08.08 Old BSS to new BSS info: 08.08
Inter RAT handover Info: 25.331 INTER

RAT HANDOVER INFO>

<08.08 Layer 3 information: 04.18
HANDOVER COMMAND rmation><08.08 Layer 3 information: 04.18

HANDOVER COMMAND rmation>

Figure 4: Inter BSC handover, normal flow

As can be seen in the previous figure, the RRC information transfer within the inter BSC handover procedure deviates
from the common principles in the following areas:

-     Containers are not used to transfer the INTER RAT HANDOVER INFO message across the A- interface

5.1.7.3           General error handling for RRC containers

As indicated in the previous sections, the characteristics and the handling of RRC messages transferred across other
interfaces than Uu is the same as that of regular RRC messages. This equally applies for the extension of such messages
as well as for the related general error handling. In this section three generic error handling cases are distinguished that
have distinct characteristics that are specific to RRC containers.

RRC message sent by UE via another RAT

As for regular messages, only non- critical extensions apply in uplink. Upon not comprehending a non- critical
extension, the receiver just ignores this information and process the other parts as if the not comprehended extension
was absent. Hence, it is not applicable to use a RRC FAILURE INFO message in the reverse direction

For the HANDOVER TO UTRAN INFO message, the BSS not only transparently passing the information received
from the UE, but also adds information and includes it in an RRC container to be forwarded to the target RNC. For
information originated and terminated in a network nodes both critical and non- critical extensions apply. Since critical
extensions applies for the information inserted by the BSS, they also apply for the HANDOVER TO UTRAN INFO
WITH INTER RAT CAPABILITIES message that includes them. The corresponding RRC FAILURE INFO message
would be terminated in the BSS.

RRC container information terminated in UE (HANDOVER TO UTRAN COMMAND)

In case of a not comprehended critical extension, the UE shall reject the handover and return a failure message towards
the BSC. The RRC procedure also states that a RRC FAILURE INFO message should be included, depending on
system specific procedures. The (network) interface signalling procedures do not support the transfer of this RRC
message which is not a problem since the extension mechanism does not require it. Instead a cause value may be
returned.

If the INTER SYSTEM TO UTRAN HANDOVER FAILURE message used across the GSM air interface would
support the transfer of the RRC FAILURE INFO message, the RRC message would not be passed beyond the source
BSC since there are no further signalling procedures. However, when needed, this failure information may be
transferred to the t-RNC in a subsequent attempt to perform handover for the same UE and to the same RNC. To
accommodate this, the HANDOVER TO UTRAN INFO message may include the failure information. This is
illustrated in the following figure:
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CN t-RNC

25.413 RELOCATION REQUEST

s-BSCUE

08.08 HANDOVER REQUIRED

RELOCATION REQUEST ACK

08.08 HANDOVER COMMAND
04.18 INTER SYSTEM TO UTRAN

HANDOVER COMMAND

<25.331 INTER RAT HANDOVER INFO
WITH INTER RAT CAPABILITIES> <25.331 INTER RAT HANDOVER INFO

WITH INTER RAT CAPABILITIES >

<25.331 HANDOVER TO UTRAN
COMMAND>

04.18 UTRAN CLASSMARK CHANGE

<25.331 INTER RAT HANDOVER INFO>

04.18 INTER SYSTEM TO UTRAN
HANDOVER FAILURE

<25.331 RRC FAILURE INFO>
08.08 HANDOVER FAILURE

<25.331 INTER RAT HANDOVER INFO
WITH INTER RAT CAPABILITIES

including
RRC failure information>

<25.331 HANDOVER TO UTRAN
COMMAND><25.331 HANDOVER TO UTRAN

COMMAND>

25.413 RELOCATION REQUEST

<25.331 INTER RAT HANDOVER INFO
WITH INTER RAT CAPABILITIES

including
RRC failure information>

25.413 IU RELEASE

Figure 5: Handover to UTRAN, failure due to critical extension not supported by UE

RRC container information terminated in network (SRNS relocation info & commands)

This case is basically the same as for the handover to UTRAN command, although in this case the container is really
terminated by the s-RNC. Nevertheless, in case the hard handover command includes a critical extension that the UE
does not comprehend, it will notify the s-RNC by means of the applicable failure message including IE "Protocol error
cause" set to "Message extension not comprehended".  If a failure notification is desired towards the t-RNC upon a
subsequent attempt to perform the handover, the s-RNC has to generate this based on the received protocol error
information.
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8.2 DCA (TDD)
The purpose of DCA is on one side the limitation of the interference (keeping required QoS) and on the other side to
maximise the system capacity due to minimising reuse distance.

In order to save battery life time, a UE in idle mode does not perform and report measurements for DCA. ISCP
measurements can be started at call establishment. UE TS ISCP measurements are reportable in CELL_DCH state and
limited to the current serving cell also in CELL_FACH state.

The channel allocation algorithm will be a distributed, interference adapted approach implemented on network side in the
RNC base on local signal strength measurements performed in the UE and the Node B. A priori knowledge about other used
channels in the vicinity can be implicitly used without additional signalling traffic.

8.2.1 Channel Allocation

For the UTRA-TDD mode a physical channel is characterised by a combination of its carrier frequency, time slot, and
spreading code as explained in the clause on the physical channel structure.

Channel allocation covers both:

- resource allocation to cells (slow DCA);

- resource allocation to bearer services (fast DCA).

8.2.1.1 Resource allocation to cells (slow DCA)

Channel allocation to cells follows the rules below:

- A reuse one cluster is used in the frequency domain. In terms of an interference-free DCA strategy a timeslot-to-cell
assignment is performed, resulting in a time slot clustering. A reuse one cluster in frequency domain does not need
frequency planning. If there is more than one carrier available for a single operator also other frequency reuse patters
>1 are possible.

- Any specific time slot within the TDD frame is available either for uplink or downlink transmission. UL/DL
resources allocation is thus able to adapt itself to time varying asymmetric traffic.

- In order to accommodate the traffic load in the various cells the assignment of the timeslots (both UL and DL) to the
cells is dynamically (on a coarse time scale) rearranged (slow DCA) taking into account that strongly interfering
cells use different timeslots. Thus resources allocated to adjacent cells may also overlap depending on the
interference situation.

- Due to idle periods between successive received and transmitted bursts, UEs can provide the network with
interference measurements in time slots different from the one currently used. The availability of such information
enables the operator to implement the DCA algorithm suited to the network.

- For instance, the prioritised assignment of time slots based on interference measurements results in a clustering in
the time domain and in parallel takes into account the demands on locally different traffic loads within the network.

8.2.1.2 Resource allocation to bearer services (fast DCA)

Fast channel allocation refers to the allocation of one or multiple physical channels to any bearer service Resource units
(RUs) are acquired (and released) according to a cell-related preference list derived from the slow DCA scheme.

1. The following principles hold for fast channel allocation: The basic RU used for channel allocation is one code /
timeslot / (frequency).
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2. Multirate services are achieved by pooling of resource units. This can be made both in the code domain (pooling of
multiple codes within one timeslot = multicode operation) and time domain (pooling of multiple timeslots within
one frame = multislot operation). Additionally, any combination of both is possible. Simulation results reported in
Appendix A, recommend that the DCA prefers code pooling, over time slot pooling, for UDD packet data; the use of
code pooling in fact results in lower number of unsatisfied users.

3. Since the maximal number of codes per time slot in UL/DL depends on several physical circumstances like, channel
characteristics, environments, etc. (see description of physical layer) and whether additional techniques to further
enhance capacity are applied (for example smart antennas),. the DCA algorithm has to be independent of this
number. Additionally, time-hopping can be used to average inter-cell interference in case of low-medium bit rate
users.

4. Channel allocation differentiates between RT and NRT bearer services:

- RT services: Channels remain allocated for the whole duration the bearer service is established. The allocated
resources may change because of a channel reallocation procedure (e.g. VBR).

- NRT services: Channels are allocated for the period of the transmission of a dedicated data packet only UDD
channel allocation is performed using 'best effort strategy', i.e. resources available for NRT services are
distributed to all admitted NRT services with pending transmission requests. The number of channels allocated
for any NRT service is variable and depends at least on the number of current available resources and the number
of NRT services attempting for packet transmission simultaneously. Additionally, prioritisation of admitted NRT
services is possible.

5. Channel reallocation procedures (intra-cell handover) can be triggered for many reasons:

- To cope with varying interference conditions.

- In case of high rate RT services (i.e. services requiring multiple resource units) a 'channel reshuffling procedure'
is required to prevent a fragmentation of the allocated codes over to many timeslots. This is achieved by freeing
the least loaded timeslots (timeslots with minimum used codes) by performing a channel reallocation procedure.

- When using smart antennas, channel reallocation is useful to keep spatially separated the different users in the
same timeslot.

8.2.2 Measurements Reports from UE to the UTRAN

While in active mode the DCA needs measurements for the reshuffling procedure (intra-cell handover). The specification of
the measurements to be performed is contained in Section 7.4 in [3]. In this subclause the relevant measurement reports are
presented:

- Pathloss of a sub-set of cells (pathloss is quantified in NPL [e.g. 128] intervals ; [max. number of cells is 30].

- Inter-cell interference measurements of all DL time slots requested by the UTRAN (interference is quantified in NICI

[e.g. 32] intervals, due to asymmetry up to 14 time slots are possible).

- BER of serving link (quantified in NBER [e.g. 16] intervals).

- Transmission power of the UE on serving link (separated in NTX [e.g. 64] intervals).

- DTX flag link.

Further measurements and reports can be requested by the UTRAN.

The RLC informs the DCA about transmission errors. The interaction between DCA and RLC depends on the RLC
operation mode.
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8.2 DCA (TDD)
The purpose of DCA is on one side the limitation of the interference (keeping required QoS) and on the other side to
maximise the system capacity due to minimising reuse distance.

In order to save battery life time, a UE in idle mode does not perform and report measurements for DCA. ISCP
measurements can be started at call establishment. UE TS ISCP measurements are reportable in CELL_DCH state and
limited to the current serving cell also in CELL_FACH state.

The channel allocation algorithm will be a distributed, interference adapted approach implemented on network side in
the RNC base on local signal strength measurements performed in the UE and the Node B. A priori knowledge about
other used channels in the vicinity can be implicitly used without additional signalling traffic.

8.2.1 Channel Allocation

For the UTRA-TDD mode a physical channel is characterised by a combination of its carrier frequency, time slot, and
spreading code as explained in the clause on the physical channel structure.

Channel allocation covers both:

- resource allocation to cells (slow DCA);

- resource allocation to bearer services (fast DCA).

8.2.1.1 Resource allocation to cells (slow DCA)

Channel allocation to cells follows the rules below:

- A reuse one cluster is used in the frequency domain. In terms of an interference-free DCA strategy a timeslot-to-
cell assignment is performed, resulting in a time slot clustering. A reuse one cluster in frequency domain does
not need frequency planning. If there is more than one carrier available for a single operator also other frequency
reuse patters >1 are possible.

- Any specific time slot within the TDD frame is available either for uplink or downlink transmission. UL/DL
resources allocation is thus able to adapt itself to time varying asymmetric traffic.

- In order to accommodate the traffic load in the various cells the assignment of the timeslots (both UL and DL) to
the cells is dynamically (on a coarse time scale) rearranged (slow DCA) taking into account that strongly
interfering cells use different timeslots. Thus resources allocated to adjacent cells may also overlap depending on
the interference situation.

- Due to idle periods between successive received and transmitted bursts, UEs can provide the network with
interference measurements in time slots different from the one currently used. The availability of such
information enables the operator to implement the DCA algorithm suited to the network.

- For instance, the prioritised assignment of time slots based on interference measurements results in a clustering
in the time domain and in parallel takes into account the demands on locally different traffic loads within the
network.

8.2.1.2 Resource allocation to bearer services (fast DCA)

Fast channel allocation refers to the allocation of one or multiple physical channels to any bearer service Resource units
(RUs) are acquired (and released) according to a cell-related preference list derived from the slow DCA scheme.

1. The following principles hold for fast channel allocation: The basic RU used for channel allocation is one code /
timeslot / (frequency).

2. Multirate services are achieved by pooling of resource units. This can be made both in the code domain (pooling
of multiple codes within one timeslot = multicode operation) and time domain (pooling of multiple timeslots
within one frame = multislot operation). Additionally, any combination of both is possible. Simulation results
reported in Appendix A, recommend that the DCA prefers code pooling, over time slot pooling, for UDD packet
data; the use of code pooling in fact results in lower number of unsatisfied users.
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3. Since the maximal number of codes per time slot in UL/DL depends on several physical circumstances like,
channel characteristics, environments, etc. (see description of physical layer) and whether additional techniques
to further enhance capacity are applied (for example smart antennas),. the DCA algorithm has to be independent
of this number. Additionally, time-hopping can be used to average inter-cell interference in case of low-medium
bit rate users.

4. Channel allocation differentiates between RT and NRT bearer services:

- RT services: Channels remain allocated for the whole duration the bearer service is established. The allocated
resources may change because of a channel reallocation procedure (e.g. VBR).

- NRT services: Channels are allocated for the period of the transmission of a dedicated data packet only UDD
channel allocation is performed using 'best effort strategy', i.e. resources available for NRT services are
distributed to all admitted NRT services with pending transmission requests. The number of channels
allocated for any NRT service is variable and depends at least on the number of current available resources
and the number of NRT services attempting for packet transmission simultaneously. Additionally,
prioritisation of admitted NRT services is possible.

5. Channel reallocation procedures (intra-cell handover) can be triggered for many reasons:

- To cope with varying interference conditions.

- In case of high rate RT services (i.e. services requiring multiple resource units) a 'channel reshuffling
procedure' is required to prevent a fragmentation of the allocated codes over to many timeslots. This is
achieved by freeing the least loaded timeslots (timeslots with minimum used codes) by performing a channel
reallocation procedure.

- When using smart antennas, channel reallocation is useful to keep spatially separated the different users in
the same timeslot.

8.2.2 Measurements Reports from UE to the UTRAN

While in active mode the DCA needs measurements for the reshuffling procedure (intra-cell handover). The
specification of the measurements to be performed is contained in Section 7.4 in [3]. In this subclause the relevant
measurement reports are presented:

- Pathloss of a sub-set of cells (pathloss is quantified in NPL [e.g. 128] intervals ; [max. number of cells is 30].

- Inter-cell interference measurements of all DL time slots requested by the UTRAN (interference is quantified in
NICI [e.g. 32] intervals, due to asymmetry up to 14 time slots are possible).

- BER of serving link (quantified in NBER [e.g. 16] intervals).

- Transmission power of the UE on serving link (separated in NTX [e.g. 64] intervals).

- DTX flag link.

Further measurements and reports can be requested by the UTRAN.

The RLC informs the DCA about transmission errors. The interaction between DCA and RLC depends on the RLC
operation mode.
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5.1.7       Transfer of RRC information across interfaces other than Uu

5.1.7.1           Introduction and general principles

During several procedures e.g. handover to UTRAN, handover from UTRAN, SRNC relocation RRC information may
need to be transferred across interfaces other than the UTRA air interface (Uu) e.g. Iu-, A-, Um interface. In order
maintain independence between the different protocols, to facilitate transparent handling by intermediate network nodes
and to ease future extension, the preference is to use RRC information containers across such interfaces. In some cases
however RRC messages may be used e.g. for historical reasons.

An RRC information container is an extensible self contained information unit that can be decoded without requiring
information about the context e.g. in which interface message it was included. In general an RRC information container
is defined for each node that terminates/ receives RRC information e.g. the source RAT, target RNC. By definition, an
RRC information container includes a choice facilitating the transfer of different of RRC information.

In the following a typical example of an RRC information container is provided:

-- ***************************************************
--
-- RRC information, to target RNC
--
-- ***************************************************
-- RRC Information to target RNC sent either from source RNC or from another RAT

ToTargetRNC-Container ::= CHOICE {
  InterRAThandover                    InterRATHandoverInfoWithInterRATCapabilities,
  srncRelocation                      SRNC-RelocationInfo,
  extension                           NULL
}

The term RRC message is used for the RRC information identified by a choice value e.g. HANDOVER TO UTRAN
COMMAND, INTER RAT HANDOVER INFO. The characteristics and handling defined for these RRC messages to a
large extend resembles the RRC messages transferred across the Uu interface. The specification focuses on UE
requirements. Hence, RRC messages that originate from/ terminate in the UE/ MS are treated in the main chapters (ch.
8, 9, 10) while the other RRC messages are specified in ch. 14 of TS 25.331.

As stated before, RRC information containers have been defined to limit the impact of transferring RRC information
across other interfaces. Intermediate nodes transparently pass the information carried in such containers; only the
originating and terminating entities process the information. This transparency makes the protocols independent. In
case there is RRC information on which intermediate nodes need to act, the information elements should be introduced
in the corresponding interface protocols. If the information is to be passed on to another target node also, this may result
in duplication of information. For RRC information containers the same extension mechanism as defined for RRC
messages applies; both critical and non-critical extensions may be added. If the extension would not be defined at RRC
information container level, other interface specification would be affected whenever the RRC information would be
extended

In some cases information in containers is exchanged by peer entities that do not speak the same (protocol) language
e.g. a GSM BSC may have to exchange information with a UTRA RNC. For such cases, it has been agreed that the
source/ sender of the information adapts to the target/ receiver e.g. upon handover to UTRAN the BSS provides
RANAP information within a Source to Target RNC transparent container.

Note          The handover to UTRAN info is not only transferred from UE, via BSS to target RNC but may also be
returned to another BSS, to be forwarded later on to another RNC. To simplify the handling of RRC
information in network nodes, it is therefore desirable to align the format of the RRC information used in
both directions. The alignment of formats used in the different directions is not considered to violate these
general principles, since for this information that is moved forwards and backwards it is difficult to speak
of source and target anyhow.

The error handling for RRC information containers that are terminated in network nodes applies the same principles as
defined for RRC messages. A network node receiving an invalid RRC information container (unknown, unforeseen or
erroneous container) from another network node should return an RRC INFORMATION FAILURE message and
include an appropriate cause value within IE "Protocol error cause". Although the return of a failure container is
considered desirable, no compelling need has been identified to introduce support for transferring this failure container
in R99 for all concerned interface protocols. In case the interface protocols do not support the failure procedure, the
failure may instead be indicated by means of a cause value that is already defined within the interface protocol.
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5.1.7.2           Message sequence diagrams

As stated before, most RRC information is carried by means of containers across interfaces other than Uu. The
following sequence diagrams illustrate which RRC messages should be included within these RRC information
containers used across the different network interfaces. Concerning the contents of RRC messages i.e. when optional
IEs should be included, requirements are specified in TS 25.331 only for the RRC messages originated/ terminated in
the UE, since the RRC specification focuses on UE requirements.

Note          In order to maintain independence between protocols, no requirement are included in the interface
protocols that are used to transfer the RRC information.

Fr each of the different message sequences not only the details on the RRC information transferred are provided, but
also deviations from the general principles described in the previous are highlighted. One common deviation from the
general principles is that containers are not used for any RRC information transferred across the GSM air interface; in
all these cases RRC messages are used instead (mainly for historical reasons).

The following figure illustrates the message sequence for the handover to UTRAN procedure:

CN t-RNC

25.413 RELOCATION REQUEST

s-BSCUE

08.08 HANDOVER REQUIRED

RELOCATION REQUEST ACK

08.08 HANDOVER COMMAND
04.18 INTER SYSTEM TO UTRAN

HANDOVER COMMAND

<08.08 Source RNC to target RNC
transparent information (UMTS): 25.413:
Source RNC to target RNC information
container : 25.331 RRC Information to

target RNC: INTER RAT HANDOVER TO
INFO WITH INTER RAT CAPABILITIES>

<25.413: Source RNC to target RNC
information container : 25.331 RRC

Information to target RNC: INTER RAT
HANDOVER TO INFO WITH INTER RAT

CAPABILITIES>

<25.413 Target RNC To Source RNC
Transparent Container : RRC container:

25.331 HANDOVER TO UTRAN
COMMAND>

<08.08 Layer 3 info: 25.331 HANDOVER
TO UTRAN COMMAND><04.18 Handover to UTRAN command:

25.331 HANDOVER TO UTRAN
COMMAND>

04.18 UTRAN CLASSMARK CHANGE

<04.18 UTRAN Classmark information
element: 25.331 INTER RAT

HANDOVER INFO>

Figure 1: Handover to UTRAN, normal flow

As can be seen in the previous figure, the RRC information transfer within the handover to UTRAN procedure deviates
from the common principles in the following areas:

-     Containers are not used to transfer the HANDOVER TO UTRAN COMMAND message across the Iu and the A-
interface

The following figure illustrates the message sequence for the handover from UTRAN procedure:
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CN t-BSS

25.413 RELOCATION REQUIRED

s-RNCUE

08.08 HANDOVER REQUEST

08.08 HANDOVER REQUEST ACK

25.413 RELOCATION COMMAND
25.331 HANDOVER FROM UTRAN

COMMAND

<25.413: Old BSS To New BSS
Information: 08.08 Old BSS to new BSS

info: 08.08 Inter RAT handover Info:
25.331 INTER RAT HANDOVER INFO>

<08.08 Layer 3 information: 04.18
HANDOVER COMMAND><08.08 Layer 3 information: 04.18

HANDOVER COMMAND><25.331 GSM message list/ Single GSM
message: 04.18 HANDOVER

COMMAND>

<08.08 Old BSS to new BSS info: 08.08
Inter RAT handover Info: 25.331 INTER

RAT HANDOVER INFO>

Figure 2: Handover from UTRAN, normal flow

As can be seen in the previous figure, the RRC information transfer within the handover from UTRAN procedure
deviates from the common principles in the following areas:

-     Containers are not used to transfer the INTER RAT HANDOVER INFO message across the Iu and the A-
interface

The following figure illustrates the message sequence for the SRNS relocation procedure:

CN t-RNC

25.413 RELOCATION REQUEST

s-RNCUE

25.413 RELOCATION REQUIRED

25.413 RELOCATION REQUEST ACK

25.413 RELOCATION COMMAND
“HARD HANDOVER COMMAND” e.g.

25.331 RB RECONFIGURATION
COMMAND

<25.413: Source RNC to target RNC
information container : 25.331 RRC
Information to target RNC: SRNS

RELOCATION INFO>

<25.413: Source RNC to target RNC
information container : 25.331 RRC
Information to target RNC: SRNS

RELOCATION INFO>

<25.413: Target RNC to Source RNC
information container : 25.331 RRC

Information, target RNC to source RNC:
“HARD HANDOVER COMMAND” e.g.

25.331 RB RECONFIGURATION >

<25.413: Target RNC to Source RNC
information container : 25.331 RRC

Information, target RNC to source RNC:
“HARD HANDOVER COMMAND” e.g.

25.331 RB RECONFIGURATION >

Figure 3: SRNS relocation, normal flow

As can be seen in the previous figure, the RRC information transfer within the SRNS relocation procedure does not
deviate from the common principles.

The following figure, showing the message sequence for the inter BSC handover, is provided for completeness.
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CN t-BSC

08.08 HANDOVER REQUEST

s-BSCUE

08.08 HANDOVER REQUIRED

08.08 HANDOVER REQUEST ACK

08.08 HANDOVER COMMAND
04.18 HANDOVER COMMAND

04.18 UTRAN CLASSMARK CHANGE

<04.18 UTRAN Classmark information
element: 25.331 INTER RAT

HANDOVER INFO> <08.08 Old BSS to new BSS info: 08.08
Inter RAT handover Info: 25.331 INTER

RAT HANDOVER INFO>
<08.08 Old BSS to new BSS info: 08.08
Inter RAT handover Info: 25.331 INTER

RAT HANDOVER INFO>

<08.08 Layer 3 information: 04.18
HANDOVER COMMAND rmation><08.08 Layer 3 information: 04.18

HANDOVER COMMAND rmation>

Figure 4: Inter BSC handover, normal flow

As can be seen in the previous figure, the RRC information transfer within the inter BSC handover procedure deviates
from the common principles in the following areas:

-     Containers are not used to transfer the INTER RAT HANDOVER INFO message across the A- interface

5.1.7.3           General error handling for RRC containers

As indicated in the previous sections, the characteristics and the handling of RRC messages transferred across other
interfaces than Uu is the same as that of regular RRC messages. This equally applies for the extension of such messages
as well as for the related general error handling. In this section three generic error handling cases are distinguished that
have distinct characteristics that are specific to RRC containers.

RRC message sent by UE via another RAT

As for regular messages, only non- critical extensions apply in uplink. Upon not comprehending a non- critical
extension, the receiver just ignores this information and process the other parts as if the not comprehended extension
was absent. Hence, it is not applicable to use a RRC FAILURE INFO message in the reverse direction

For the HANDOVER TO UTRAN INFO message, the BSS not only transparently passing the information received
from the UE, but also adds information and includes it in an RRC container to be forwarded to the target RNC. For
information originated and terminated in a network nodes both critical and non- critical extensions apply. Since critical
extensions applies for the information inserted by the BSS, they also apply for the HANDOVER TO UTRAN INFO
WITH INTER RAT CAPABILITIES message that includes them. The corresponding RRC FAILURE INFO message
would be terminated in the BSS.

RRC container information terminated in UE (HANDOVER TO UTRAN COMMAND)

In case of a not comprehended critical extension, the UE shall reject the handover and return a failure message towards
the BSC. The RRC procedure also states that a RRC FAILURE INFO message should be included, depending on
system specific procedures. The (network) interface signalling procedures do not support the transfer of this RRC
message which is not a problem since the extension mechanism does not require it. Instead a cause value may be
returned.

If the INTER SYSTEM TO UTRAN HANDOVER FAILURE message used across the GSM air interface would
support the transfer of the RRC FAILURE INFO message, the RRC message would not be passed beyond the source
BSC since there are no further signalling procedures. However, when needed, this failure information may be
transferred to the t-RNC in a subsequent attempt to perform handover for the same UE and to the same RNC. To
accommodate this, the HANDOVER TO UTRAN INFO message may include the failure information. This is
illustrated in the following figure:
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CN t-RNC

25.413 RELOCATION REQUEST

s-BSCUE

08.08 HANDOVER REQUIRED

RELOCATION REQUEST ACK

08.08 HANDOVER COMMAND
04.18 INTER SYSTEM TO UTRAN

HANDOVER COMMAND

<25.331 INTER RAT HANDOVER INFO
WITH INTER RAT CAPABILITIES> <25.331 INTER RAT HANDOVER INFO

WITH INTER RAT CAPABILITIES >

<25.331 HANDOVER TO UTRAN
COMMAND>

04.18 UTRAN CLASSMARK CHANGE

<25.331 INTER RAT HANDOVER INFO>

04.18 INTER SYSTEM TO UTRAN
HANDOVER FAILURE

<25.331 RRC FAILURE INFO>
08.08 HANDOVER FAILURE

<25.331 INTER RAT HANDOVER INFO
WITH INTER RAT CAPABILITIES

including
RRC failure information>

<25.331 HANDOVER TO UTRAN
COMMAND><25.331 HANDOVER TO UTRAN

COMMAND>

25.413 RELOCATION REQUEST

<25.331 INTER RAT HANDOVER INFO
WITH INTER RAT CAPABILITIES

including
RRC failure information>

25.413 IU RELEASE

Figure 5: Handover to UTRAN, failure due to critical extension not supported by UE

RRC container information terminated in network (SRNS relocation info & commands)

This case is basically the same as for the handover to UTRAN command, although in this case the container is really
terminated by the s-RNC. Nevertheless, in case the hard handover command includes a critical extension that the UE
does not comprehend, it will notify the s-RNC by means of the applicable failure message including IE "Protocol error
cause" set to "Message extension not comprehended".  If a failure notification is desired towards the t-RNC upon a
subsequent attempt to perform the handover, the s-RNC has to generate this based on the received protocol error
information.
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